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ABSTRACT 'J’ho angular distribution and total cross sections have boon calculated 
for high energy n--p  scattoi'ing in the energy-range H3-415 Mov (laboratory systom). The 
interaction considered is of a symmetrical type with s})in-orbit and tensor foico in the tvijilot 
states. Yukawa potential has been used with ranges 1 .1 8 x 1 0 -1 “ cm. and 1 .60 x 1 0 -1 “ cm. 
m the singlet and ti'iplct states respectively. The parameters of the potential are fitted to 
explain the low energy scattering cross section and tJio properties of the deutoram. The 
calculated high-energy cross socl-ions are, as usual, largo The symmetrical meson theory 
with tensor force and spin-orbit interaction does not seem to be capable of oxiilaming the 
high-energy .scattering data. \
1. I N T R O D U C T I O N ^  '
The iheoTotical invo.stigations of high energy n - p  .scattering with non-central 
interaction have been carried out by a number of workers [Ashkin and Wu, (1948), 
Massey, Burhop and Hu (1948) Hsii and Hu (1948), Hisenstein and Rohrhch
(1948) , Biirhoi) and Yadav (1948, 1949), Yadav (1952), Caslillejo and Kjchardsoii
(1949) , Jastrow (1950, J951)J. The calculated cross section i,s too^large compared 
with the experimental results. More recently, Gammel and Thaler (1956), Wor- 
theim, Hull and Saperstem (1956) and Christian, Gammel and Thaler (1957) have 
performed calculations with phenomenological nucleon-nucleon potential, but the 
results are, as usual, far from satisfactory.
Ill vieu' of the present circumstances, it is interesting to see the effect of a 
velocity dependent force (such a,s a spin orbit force) in the nucleon-nucleon inter 
action. Case and Pais (1950) were the first to consider the spm-orbit term of the 
typo B.S., where L is the orbital angular momentum vector and S the spin vector 
for the two-nucfooii system. They used Born approximation to fit the 32 Mev 
and 350 Mov scattermg data using a highly singular radial dependence of potential 
with L. S. term. But it has been shown by Swanson (1953) th at Bom approxi­
mation gives unreliable results with singular potentials even at very high energy 
However, the qualitative conclusion of Case and Pais is th at L.S. term givet pre 
feronce to 90° scattering (in the ceixtre-of-mass system), which is exactly what 
is wanted to oxjilam the scaitering data. Also Goldfarb and Feldman (1952)
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have shown th a t only L. S. interaction in triplet odd states is incapable of explain­
ing the experimental p —p scattering data.
As no exact calculations -with L.S. term in the nucleon-intoraotioix are avail­
able since the Born approximation estimate of Case and Pais (1950), the investi­
gation of L. 8. potential in high energy nucleon-nucleon scattering deserves further 
study. Consequently, it was considered worthwhile to undertake the exact 
calculations with tensor force and spin-orbit term in the triplet interaction with 
exchange properties given by symmetrical meson theory. Since the present 
work began, Chnuma and Feldman (1956) made a phase-shift analysis of the ex­
perimental cross sections al- 150 Mev and their conclusion is that almost every 
sett of acceptable phase-shifts favours the inclusion of spin-orbit potential. The 
existence of spin-orbit potential in nucleon-nucleon interaction is also supported 
hy the work of Wolfenstein (1956) and also from the success of the shell model 
for complex nuclei.
The results obtained in the present attem pt are large as usual, and possibly 
tlie spin-orbit term (along with tensor force), used with conventional potentials 
(spherical, Gaussian, exponential, Yukawa) is not enough to explain the scattering 
data. Also the symmetrical theory gives too much backward scattering {0 =  
I80“) which is not in agreement with experiment except at very high energy 
:i00 Mev. Calculations were performed m the energy range 83 to 415 Mev 
(lab. system).
2. T H E  I N T E R A C T I O N  T O T E N T I A L
(i) Triplet states : The interaction potential with exchange properties 
as given by symmetrical meson theory was chosen as it has boon found to fit the 
experimental data better [Hsu and Hu (1949), Christian (1952)). The potential 
taken is of the form
1 —> —►
M r \
(7  ^ .^H-3)-fay/S\2H-</(7i .o ^ -l)+ u a L .sj .? ;(r /ru ) ... (1)
where and CTg are the spin-vector operators, Tj, the corresponding isotopic 
spin operators and r  the relative position vector for the two particles. is the
3
tensor force operator and is equal to {(o'] . r)(fr2 . r ) } —(Tj . rTg, a, y ,  g, ol are dimen­
sionless constants and v{r[rQ) is a function that defines the radial dependence of 
potential of range ro; L. S is the spin-orbit force introduced in the interaction, 
L is the orbital angular momentum and S  the spin vector for the two-nucleon 
system. Assuming the radial dependence of potential to be of' Yukawa type, the 
potentials for triplet even and odd states are respectively
=  — (a+ayAS\jj-faaL .
e~r/>-o 
 ^ rlTo (2)
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3 F  ~ ~ „ 1  31/^ odd — 3 " et (3)
where the triplet range =  1.60 X
All the constants wore ualculaterl to fit the low energy scattering ajul the proper­
ties of the deuteronin the usual manner (Yadav, 1952 ; Hu and Massey, 1949). 
The values obtained are
1.816 ; : 0.756 , = -0 .603.
Z)-state admixture for the grouml state of the deutertm =  3.16% 
(ii) Single states —The singlet x)otential is
n-
M t\
e-rih
(4 )
which for oven and odd states become rcsjiectively
IF  a  ^ *
^ rjr. ( 5 )
(b)
This is taken from the calculations of Hsu and Hu (1949) and Hreit eial.  (1952). 
The constants are, — l . lS x  10 i-m., and g — 1..575 and fit the re.snlts of low
energy n —j) ajid p—p scattering correctly. ,
3. 'r H E O R Y O F C A L ( J  U L A 'V  I  O N
(i) Triplet states The phase-shifts for the couj)Ied states and 
and for uncoupled states and were calculated liom the exact solutions
of the radial wave equations obtained by numerical integration by Gauss and 
Jackson method [Jeffreys and Jeffreys, 1946] The fihases for higher angular 
momentum states, being very small, wore taken into account hy Born approxi­
mation. The jiroceduro followed in brief is given below.
Tntroducmg the potential (2) iii Schroedingor’s equation for the two-body 
system in the ceiitre-of-mass co-ordinates, wo have
... (7)
where the eigen value of the L. iS. operator =  ^{t/(J-|-J)-~i^(P-l-l) —>S'(aS'+1)} 
J  being the total angular momentum vector, J  =  L +  S.. Putting the value of
the triplet state wave function (Hu and Massc}  ^ (1940) in (7), we get after some 
usual manipulations
f j J z L ^  ( 'l l  j  ^  ^ * J J z L y ^ J J i / f j j ,] y  d n j
MJSwhere k^— r,^, and other notations are tlie same as in the paper referred to
above. Introducing the value of '^ Vrveu, fhe equation for the triplet even state is
{ ^  }  f j j ^ = -  « r <
® L '
,-riTo
+ « a L . S ^LL'] fjJ^ L' (9)
*
Avhere the matrix elements <  L \ AY* | '' ~  < Fjj^j^ 1 I F j j j ^  >
—2, for J  — L, and all other matrix elements A^anish. The differential equation 
for triplet even states for J  — L, is
[ " C + 2 r - « )  Y  ] -  0 ... (10)
AA'herc X  —  —
r„
And, fo r  t r i p l e t  o d d  s t a t e s  f o r  J  —- L, the e q u a t i o n  i s  t h e  s a m e  as (10) A vith a 
r e p l a c e d  by — .
Considering the case for L - - J  J , <7v) AY2|I^ '>  has the following values 
< J ^ l \ 8 y , \ J >  - 0 .
and the eigen value o^ L .S  =  J —l, for- L =  J —1. The right-hand side of (9) 
becomes
=  -  [ l  +  „ ( J _ l ) _ 2 y _  ] Y /M ...T +1 [J(J+1)1‘
and the equation for triplet even states for L  =  J —H becomes
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+”^ ' - i s ; * ' ... (II)
Finally, for /  ^=  J + ] ,  L, s  == ~(J^~2), and
<-^|>S'i2|L >  has the following values
< ‘^ + i |^ i a K + i >  =-■: 2 ( ^ 2 )
2 J+ 1  ■
< e/+ l|.S fi2 |J>  -  0.
< ' ^ + l l S j . l J ~ l  >  =  6]V(jy_)]i 
2 /+ 1  ■
The right-hand side of (9) is
"  ~  2^ f 1—ct('/+2)~2y ^^+2) f
0^ •• 2.7+1 I jK ‘^ ~h t
- 6 f - y t Z ( / + W  .
2 J + 1 ~  a: ' W „ j r - i
and, we have the differential equation for even states with L  = / + l
[ £ + * ■ -
and similar equation for odd states with a replaced by —a/3.
(ii) Si'n^Ut states ; —
Jn this case the equations are
^ Ydddv dud L, S. Sift
(12)
“l-j-r 1 z „ e“® 1 ~ „
J “ = ^
for even states.
a n ^  + f  «. 2  ~ L {L -^ 1 )  e - ®  I
r f* .+L*‘ ------- 55-------J “  =  0
for odd states.
dH
dx^ (13)
( 1 4 )
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where == ■ rjrg, and a =  wave linietion for Lhe state in qu(=‘atioii;
Vg — the range in singlet states — 1.18x10 (;ni.
The equations for ajid states v\ci‘e solved exactly, the
method of obtaining the initial solution and tlje procedure lollowcd are outlined 
by Mott and Massey (1949). Similarly for the singlet and states
exact solutions were perforincc). The phase shifts for the above-mentioned 
states were calculated. In  order to take the highoi' states into account by Born 
approximation, phases wore also calculated for the above stales by Born approxi­
mation following Ashkin and Wu (1948). The procedure for taking into account 
the higher angular momentum states has been given by one of us [Yadav, 1952]. 
The scattering cross sections wore also calculated entirely by Born ajiproximatiori 
for comparison. The method of calculating the m atrix elements for scattering 
amplitudes in Born approximation is well known [Burhop and Yadav, 1949 ; 
Askhin and Wu, 1948] and will not be given here.
4. B, E S U h  T 8
The phases are given tn radians in Table T, and tin  angular distribution in 
cm.“/storad. m Table IJ. The real and imaginary parts of ihe triplet 
coupled phases satisfied the relations given by ilarita  and Schwinger (1949).
In  the table, A stands for (c**‘’' -~l), and B for 2id where ?/ — exact phases, 
and ^ — phases calculated by Born approximation, m  =  magnetic quantum 
mimber == 0, .-t: 1-
TABLE I
(a) Triplet coupled phases for states and Z^>^ .
37) 1
Enorgy 
in Mov. ?» == ± 1 m — 0 m  . +  1 m — 0
A. -1 .6 0 4 + 0 .8 6 0 ^ - 1  418 +  0.784?. -  0 .1 5 J + 0  264i H 0.034-1-0 188?
S3
B. +  1.1641 +  1 799t -0 .1 3 1 ? H 0.496?
A. - 1  253 +  1.0261 - 1  012+ 0.876^ - 0 .2 0 8  |-0.374't +  0 032 +  0.225?'
1(16
B . +  ] 083» b  1 .586i +  0 078i +  0 520?
A. - 1  051+1.053?; - 0  7 9 1 + 0  856i - 0  2 3 4 + 0  435? +  0.029 1-0.237?
249
B. +  1.032^ +  1 335t +  0.205? +  0.508?
.332
A. - 0 .9 1 6  1-1.047^^ - 0 .6 4 9  +  0 .818t -0 .245-1-0 .470? +  0 022 +  0.240?
B. +  b .9 9 3 r +  0.290? +  0.491?
A. -0 .8 1 8 + 1 .0 3 2 1 —0.549 +  0 .778t -0 .2 5 1 + 0 .4 9 6 ? +  0 .0 2 0 + 0 .2 4 2 ?
415
B. +  0 .963 j +  1 OSQi +  0.349? +  0.472?
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(b). Triplet uncoupled phases
Energy 
in Mov.
PhaeeH '‘Po :iPi
V (exact) +  0 130 - 0 . 1 8 0 +  0 602
83
8 (Bom) +  0 .069 - 0  263 + 0 . 3 4 4
V +  0 .119 — 0.224 +  0 .644
166
S +  0 .075 - 0  286 +  0 448
V +  0.111 - 0 . 2 3 6 +  0 .655
249
S +  0 075 —0.286 +  0 .489
V +  0 .106 - 0 . 2 4 1 4  0.650
332
8 +  0 .074 - 0  283 4  0 .509
V +  0 .101 — 0 .240 +  0 .643
41 r»
8 +  0 073 - 0  278 +  0 .518
(o). Singlet phases
Energy 
m Mev.
Phases 12?,
V (exact) l-O 771 — 0 .345 4  0.314
83
8 (Born) -1-0 628 - 0 . 5 5 9 4 0 066
V +  0 665 - 0  486 1 0 272
166
8 +  0 .589 — 0 .669 4-0 100
V +  0 .604 - 0 . 5 4 3 4-0 .263
249
8 +  0 .5 5 4 - 0 . 7 0 4 +  0 .117
V +  0 663 - 0 . 5 7 4 4  0 .254
332
8 +  0 .625 - 0 4 7 1 6 +  0 128
V 4  0.631 - 0 . 6 9 1 +  0 .248
4ir>
8 +  0 502 - 0 . 7 1 8 + 0 . 1 3 4
H ig h  E n e r g y  N e u tr o n -P r o io n  S c a t te r in g  w ith  S p in -O r b i t  S i
TABLE I I
(a) Exact differential cross section (r{d) in 10-26 2 gterad. {0 ^  angle of scat­
tering in the centre-of-mass system).
\  Energy 
g \m  Mov, 83 166 249 332 415
0 3.484 3.171 3.199 3.268 3.341
15 2.794 1.738 1.419 1.362 1.267
30 2.066 1 041 0.695 0.507 0 392
60 0.861 0.349 0.201 0.134 0.098
00 0 .630 0.234 0 130 0.084 0.060
120 1.067 0.471 0.276 0 184 0.128
150 4.179 2.572 1.828 1.375 1.079
165 6 .684 5.656 ri.rii 5.205 4.960
180 7 472 6.215 5 .972 5.890 5.875
(b) Born differeiitiaj cross sections
\  E nergy 83 166 249 332 415
0 3.558 3.791 3 892 3 960 3.987
15 1.295 1 274 1.275 1.250 1.204
30 0 783 0.522 0.383 0.295 0.234
60 0.303 0.120 0.067 0.043 0 031
90 0 .380 0.146 0.079 0 050 0.035
120 0 .973 0.450 0.265 0 177 0.113
150 3.305 2.335 1.727 1.328 1.054
165 5 344 5.376 6 364 5.218 5 001
180 6.043 6.132 6.171 6.192 6.200
(c) Total collision cross sections (in 10"^ ® cm.^/sterad).
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E nergy E xac t
in  Mev.
Born E xpenm en tu l Reforonces
332
415
S.IO
(i.39
5.04
7.34
5.03  
5 00
3 .0  
3 3
Cook e t aJ. (1047, 1040); H adley e t al. 
(1048, 1040); D ejuion (1950); W allace 
(195J); Selovo e t al. (1953); Chin 
(1954); Htahl & R am say  (1964); Chin 
and  Powell (1057).
D ejuren e t al. (1050, 1951); Randle 
e t al. (1952); Taylor e t al. (1061, 
1053).
Panghor (1065); D ejuren (1950) a 
209 Mov.
Panghor (1954, 1956) a t 302 Mev. t
Nodzel (1953, 1954) a t  4 l0  Mov.
H artzlor e t al (1954) a t ^00 Mov.
5. 14 1 S C U S R r O N A N D  C O N 0 L U J-0 N ,
TJic calculated djffereatial (jross sections are mucdi larger than tlio observed 
ones. The iota] cross sections obtained by Born ajiproxiination is m bettor agree­
ment with experiments than the exact ones, but the tbrmer are unreliable and 
sometimes misleading I t  has been found that though the differential cross sec­
tions do not differ markedly, the partial singlet and trijilot cross sections ar<^  not 
so. The smglet Born cross section (T {^0) js higher than the exact one, but opposite 
is the case for triplet cross sections (rir{0) and as such when (T„{0) and crtf{0)^  arc 
(combined to give the differeiitial cross section (r{0), an agreement is obtained. 
Moreover, the minimum in the cross .section occurs near 60'" in Born approximation, 
while the exact calculation gives a minimum near 90° in agreement with experi­
ments. Also the theoretical cross section is asymmetric about 90°, o'(7r)/<r(0) — 
2.1—1.8 111 the energy range 83—415 Mev. This asymmetry has been observed 
experimentally at high energy 300 Mev by Pangher (1954, 1955) who found 
cr(7r)/(r(0) — 2 nearly This is m sharp contradiction to the predications of the 
Serber potential which was invoked to offer an exijlanation for the deep minimum 
and the almost symmetry about 90° near 90 Mev,
As the Yukawa potential gives the lowest cross sections (Burhop and Yadav, 
1949), the L.S term used with other conventional potentials (spherical, exponen­
tial, and Gaussian) will give still larger values of cross section in disagreement 
with observed facts.
I t  seems th a t possibly the analysis of the high energy data in terms of static 
potential is doomed to a failure. We know th a t in the energy-range considered 
here, mesons are produced m nnuleoji-nncleon colhsions and as such mesonic
structure of the nucleons may play a significant role m scattering. I t  is probable 
that the meson cloud, which surrounds the nucleons and which is responsible for 
interaction between the nucleons, is polarized in high energy collisions. This 
polarization of the meson cloud round the nucleon would bo expected to lead 
ji marked change m the apparent interaction (Sachs, 1955) which may affect 
the scattering results corsiderably,
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